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Why should you be jealous of me?

Now I can see why we disagree.

Honest I'm faithful and true.

I like to play and fool around with others. That's just my way.

Sisters do with brothers, honey don't you worry, cause there's nobody else.

Nobody else but you.
I Violin
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though we part I cross my heart that is nobody else

Honest Jim, Jim, Jim

first and true

I like to play and

foot around with others

that's just my way like

sisters do with brothers

Honey don't you worry, your love

nobody else

my bullet hole

you
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YES! WE HAVE A HIT
“THERE’S
NOBODY ELSE
BUT YOU”

By
L. WOLFE GILBERT

CHORUS
Honey don’t you worry ’cause there’s nobody else,
Nobody else but you
Why should you be jealous of me,
Now I can see why we disagree,
Though we part I cross my heart there’s nobody else,
Honest I’m faithful and true,
I like to play and fool around with others,
That’s just my way like sisters do with brothers,
Honey don’t you worry ’cause there’s nobody else,
Nobody else but you.
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